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Top Foundation exec to resign
S. Kent Gibson to be replaced by Serena Stanford
By Kimberly Lemke
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
S. Kent Gibson, executive director of
the San Jose State University
Foundation, is expected to officially
resign from his position and will clear
out his office by the end of today, sources
report.
Replacing Gibson will be Serena
Stanford, associate vice president for

graduate studies and research. Stanford
served in the position in an interim
capacity in 1989 after the resignation of
three top Foundation officials.
Gibson said he could not answer
questions relating to his resignation or
the current financial status of the
Foundation, however, he did confirm he
is no longer executive director of the
Foundation.

"Serena Stanford has taken over the
position," Gibson said.
Gibson said SJSU President Robert
Caret "knows more than I do," about his
current status of the executive director
position.
In 1991, Gibson left the San Diego
State University Foundation to direct the
SJSU organization, and has been under
scrutiny recently for the financial diffi-

culties plaguing the non-profit entity.
In the last three years, the
Foundation’s financial situation has
wavered, with reserve account balances
dropping from more than $3 million in
1994-95 to just more than $1 million in
1995-96.
In an interview Wednesday, Caret,
who also serves as president of the
Foundation, said the Foundation is "fis-

cally very healthy."
"We are now revisiting how we spend
the Foundation money in order to make
the Foundation more productive," Caret
said. "We have two committees in place
now. One committee is looking at how
the Foundation is run fiscally ...and the
other is conducting strategic planning for
the future of the Foundation."
As of press time, Caret was in
Washington, D.C. and could not be
reached for comment on Gibson’s status.

Charges Waiting for their ’Prince’ to come
for tech

could
cease
By Catherine Spencer
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
California university and college
students may not have to worry any
longer about being billed extra for
using computers or accessing the
Internet on campus.
Assemblyman Ted Lembert (I) Palo Alto) said he will introduce legislation to prevent California’s public colleges and universities from imposing
any fees for accessing technology. The
bill is scheduled to be heard at the higher education committee on Tuesday.
"California competes with other
states and other nations in a global
economy," said Lembert in a statement
released by his office. "To compete, our
students must have easy access to all
forms of information technologies,
including equipment, systems, and networks. Imposing fees for using campus
computers certainly offers a barrier for
many students."
While San Jose State University
doesn’t charge for computer or Internet
use, Carl Vigil, interim director of
Operations for the Computer
Information Center, said the university
has considered raising student fees to
upgrade technology on campus.
The availability of computers and
level of technology that exists on campus has been a problem plaguing the
university for some time, Vigil said.

See Gibson, page 3

City, SJSU
plan to
share cost
of garage
By Dennis Knight
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

Nom ay ARIC CRASS Spartan Daily
Mal Perry of San Leandro, right, waits in line at the San Jose State University Event Center for a chance to buy tickets to see The
Artist, formerly known as Prince, who will be performing here Saturday night. Perry has been in line since Friday night, claiming the
fifth spot in line. Behind Perry is Stacey Anderson of San Jose who has been in line since Friday as well.

Plans for a parking garage to accompany the proposed
city/university library are still in the preliminary stages,
but city officials are taking a hard look at a location just
north of San Fernando Street along South Fourth Street
for the 1,000-stall structure.
Costs for the garage would be shared by SJSU and the
Redevelopment Agency, according to RDA spokesman
Jim Forsberg.
"The university has a parking revenue fund which
they would use to pay for the structure, and the
Redevelopment Agency would buy the land underneath
the structure," said Jeff Oberdorfer of the Redevelopment
Agency.
Both sides would like to "enliven" the ground floor of
the parking garage. Some of the possibilities to do this
include moving the Spartan Bookstore to the spot or
placing a day-care center at the location, Forsberg said.
The location of the parking structure was one of the
subjects broached by Mayor Susan Hammer’s Joint
I.ibrary Advisory Committee in its first meeting held in
City Hall on Friday.
The committee is supposed to report back to City
Council with its findings about the project within six
months, although Council member and Committee
Chair Charlotte Powers admitted it may take a bit longer.
The original estimated cost of the project, calling for
$30 million from San Jose State University and $10 million from the city, looks like it will increase with both
sides pitching in more money.
"From both sides, we would like to see if we could
mutually increase those dollars," Forsberg said.
Forsberg acknowledged that both the city’s and uni-

See Fees, page 8
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Activist urges union support
Dolores Buena
talks with
students and
other supporters
in front of Morris
Dailey Auditorium
Saturday. Fluerta,
the spokeswoman
for the United
Farm Workers
Union, spoke to
drum up support
for the UFW
march in
Watsonville.
Primo By
CHARLES SLAY
Spartan Daily

UFW co-founder speaks at weekend conference
By Deanna Zemke
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
known
Dolores If Ur ci i. no
activist and co founder of the United
Farm Workers t ’mon II, 1FW), spoke at
tree conference at S1SU on Social and
Environmental justice on Saturday.
I luerta talked about supporting the
strawberry workers and their fight for j
living wage, health insurance, and clean
drinking water and bathrooms in the
fields.
HuertA, who was dressed in a red hat
and ’1 -Shirt supporting the UFW, Was
met with a standing ovation and shouts of
support.
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March honors legacy of Cesar Chavez
By Puna Nair
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

4

"I’m the one who should be applauding for all of you," Ifuerta said. "Without
you, we wouldn’t be protecting our environment."
The 60 -year-old mother of II has
been imprisoned About 22 times, usually
for disobeying growers’ Anti -picketing
injunctions. She has dedicated her life to
supporting the farm workers for more
than 30 years and was the first vice president of the UFW, founded in 1962.
She met Caesar Chavez while working
Community
Service
with
the
Organization (CSO) in the 1950s and
battled segregation, police brutality,
improved public services and fought to
enact new laws that provided state disabil-

ity insurance to farm workers and old age
benefits for non-citizens. I luerta first
addressed the current issue of deadly pesticides that are causing skin cancer and
birth defects.
"When (UM) first started to do
something about pesticides, they thought
We Were crazy," 1 fuerta said. "We banned
ADT way before it was banned by the
EPA. "Illere is something we can do. With
farm workers, they don’t even know anything about pesticides."
According to Iberia, there is mass
ignorance on the farm worker’s part as the
growers don’t know the difference
between poisonous and non-poisonous
crops. ’Fwo-hundred and -sixteen farm
workers were poisoned in October as

Waving red flags high in the air,
and radiating a spirit of unity and
community, about 300 people gathered in downtown San Jose to continue the legacy of the deceased United
Farm Worker’s founder and "patron
saint" Cesar Chavez.
Chavez founded liEW in 1966
when he led a march up the valley to
Sacramento and through fasts and
boycotts, forced people to think
about the working conditions of the
farm workers.
Felix Alvarez who organized this
year’s march said he wanted to conduct the march in the neighborhood
Chavez grew up in.

’.
said.
"I .C1411
fought LIMMIIMIN
"It’s so powerful to
hard to keep the
fought
"Cesar
see all these people here
struggle of these
remembering Cesar,"
workers
alive," hard to keep
Hama said
Alvarez said. "He
Among some of the
wanted social justice the struggle of
various groups and
for the people."
organizations present
en. these workers
UFW
were Ba
Unidos, a
founder, Dolores alive."
gang prevention group.
I fuerta ,who attendEnrique Dominguez,
ed the march said
director of Barrios
she was glad the
Felix
Alvarez,
Unidos said he hoped
people
present
march o rganizer the march would bring
remembered Cesar
the various gangs in the
and what he stood
neighborhood together.
for. Fluerta said the
Carrying his "eagle peace" staff,
march was a ’prayer in motion.’ The
very fact that people were giving their the eagle a symbol of strength, hope
time and energy meant a lot, Iluerta and message, Dominguez spoke of

Chavei as a roan who identified with
his cultural roots.
"How do you know where you’re
going unless you know where you
came from," Dominguez said.
He said Chavez was a role model
by committing himself for the cause
of all mankind not just workers.
Roz Dean a retired production
worker joined in the march to show
her support for Chavez. She said people should support the workers who
put food on the table.
"When you have people in a community being repressed it affects
you," Dean said. "F.veryone deserves a
decent standard of living."
Among the younger people present at the march was Chavez’s grand-

See Chavez, page 8
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April showers bring bullets and bombs in U.S.
April is a month if irony. I lie uplifting
spirit assigned to April is paralleled by
the reality that it is a month of war
and bhxidletting. For the United States, the
pattern may have begun with Paul Revere.
Revere and William Dawes made a midnight run on April 18, 1775, to warn
American patriots that the British were coming. The following day marked the beginning of the American Revolution.
From then on, we’ve found ourselves, for
some reason, declaring War or having other
countries declare war on us usually in April.
The next big, but little-known April skirmish in which we warred was in-country for

die Black Ilawk War of 1832. Ibis campaign was to push the Sauk and Fox Indian
tribes to the western side of the Mississippi
River.
Our next April war was much bigger,
bloodier, longer and costlier: the Civil War.
On April 12, 1861, Confederate troops
attacked Fort Sumter in Charleston, S.C.
They acquired it two days later.
This at-home squabble lasted four years
and also officially ceased in April when on
the ninth, 1965, Confederate Gen. Robert
E. Lee surrendered 27,800 of his troops over
to Union Genlilysses S. Grant at
Appomattox Court House in Virginia.

Editorial
live days later, President Abraham
Lincoln was shot at Ford’s Theater in
Washington by John Wilkes Booth.
Some time later, on April 21, 1898 we
had ourselves the Spanish-American War
when we blockaded Cuba to aid independent forces. A couple of days later, we blew
the Spanish fleet into driftwood in the
Philippines.
At the turn of the century, we took a
breather of 17 war-free Aprils before we felt
compelled to declare war on Germany on the

6th, when Germany declared unrestricted
submarine warfare that prior January.
We’ve had a number of big, bloody Wars
and skirmishes that didn’t start in April but
it still remains one of our favorites, especially for national masochism. The 1990s have
seen quite a few.
South-Central Los Angeles imploded in
late April and early May 1992 when a jury
acquitted four white policemen on all but
one count of beating black motorist Rodney
King. We rioted, looted and burned 600
buildings, killed 52 and caused about a billion bucks in damage.
We did it twice on the 19th in 1993 and

Ethnic diversity, women
lacking in the newsroom
cii I started Lovering sports four years ago, I
WIwas told the best way for me to land a job in
journalism was to get a sex change and change
my name to one that didn’t scream "Dutch boy."
If journalism WAS a high -paying profession, today you
would be reading the work of Michelle Traperro. But
with an average yearly pay scale of $20,000, I’ll be keeping my name and equipment, thank you very much.
BPI I realize there is a need for more minority representation in the journalism profession, especially in
sports departments. That fact stared me straight in the
eye two weekends ago when the N(:AA men’s basketball
tournament came to San lose.
Sports writers from newspapers across the nation traveled to San Jute Arena to report on the games between
Kentucky, Si. Joseph’s, Utah
and Stanford universities.
In a media work area that at
limes contained nearly 60 print
journalists, it was amazing how
the older white journalists outnumbered the others.
I was going to tell friends to
look for me on TV during the
game, but telling them, "Look
WRITER’S FORUM
for me. I’ll be the white guy on
By Mike
press row," would have been
Traphagen
like saying, "Watch for that
white guy on I halt’s team."
Pointing out that there weren’t many minority print
journalists reporting on the games is not a slam on the
NC:AA or the media relations people organizing the
event.
It’s just an observation made which validates the argument that the field of journalism is dominated by white
males and needs more minority representation.
I’ve heard arguments
that sports editors from die
newspapers represented at
I also realize
the tournament would say
that they sent their best
the day will
reporter to cover sonic of
the tourney’s best games.
come when I
Put seniority status may
also play a role in who gets
go to a job
to report on such an
interview for
mportant event.
A sports editor would
a newspaper
never suggest that Isis white
reporters are any better
but will be
than reporters of other
turned down
races.
The bottom line is
because of
there is a shortage of
and minorities in
my lack of
Tim, reporting.
I also realize the day will
ethnicity.
come when I go to a job
interview hit a newspaper
bui will be turned down because of my lack of ethnicity.
I can live with that
What I can’t tolerate is allowing the "Old Busy" net
When its to full effect, you hear coin
work lo
ttiiii is tilt II as Illese At sporting events: "The last time I
saw that Ithilly While guys situ the Boor At M1CC WAS At my
Wedding."
MA(IC by All older white reporter
W.I1 A
alter the Si,uiifuurd I lids game.
lie’ could have said the SAM(’ about the media work
aria.

Mike fraphagen Is a

Sparran flatly Sensor Staff Writer.

A child teaches value
of birthdays, rekindles
memories of youth

Making a difference with a few cents
cents. That’s all they arc asking.
Five
Five cents to make the lives of
20,000 farm workers in the Salinas
Valley better.
That’s all the United Farm Workers
union is asking for us to pay for each
basket of strawberries we buy.
Before you start griping about increasing prices to help some poor Latino farm
worker, please remember that there are
very few blond-haired, blue-eyed folks
picking anything in the California fields.
Neither are there many black folk out
there. (My mother says after picking cotton, no black person wants to pick anything ever again.)
All that the farm workers want are decent wages,
health coverage, drinking water, clean toilets in the
fields, protection from pesticides and sexual harassment
and more job security.
Five cents, union organizers say will provide all of
these things.
To you and I. strawberries are not a luxury. They are
sweet morsels of a heaven -sent fruit.
But to about 20,000 California farm workers, strawberries are a food they would probably not want to deal
with. But they have to.
These 203000 people, the vast majority of whom
happen to be Latino, spend seven montlu picking this
fruit for our consumption.
This is not easy work. During the seven months of
strawberry picking, these workers spend hours bent over
phic king the fruit from the ground
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1995.
The first time was in Waco, "Fexas when
87 members of the Branch Davidian cult
were incinerated in their compound after
holing up since February when our FBI got
fed up with waiting and tore in with tear gas.
Two years later, a truck equipped with a
fertilizer bomb decimates the better pan of a
federal building in Oklahoma City, killing
167.
We’ve all of this month to either determine what we’ll do for our next trick, choose
another month or just plain realize that the
novelty has worn off.
It had a long time ago.
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If any of you think any kind of’ farm
work is easy, try this: bend over, touch
the ground, stay there for 10 seconds.
Stand up, take a step and repeat.
Easy, right? Now do this for eight, 10
or 12 hours a day, with 20 pounds on
your back. DO this seven days a week for
seven months.
I can’t do this. My back won’t let me.
But these people manage to do it.
To make it even more realistic, take a
few whiffs of methyl bromide. You
know, the toxic pesticide.
Now the United Farm Workers
union is asking for some fairness for the
strawberry pickers.
This five cents extra we would pay per basket is a
pittance.
Let’s see, five cents: a stick of Bazooka Joe bubble
gum. Hell, we drop a nickel these days and don’t even
bend over to pick it up.
The growers and distributors in California claim that
any unionization effort will destroy their business. I
don’t believe them.
The union is asking for the consumer to pay for the
improvements, not the growers.
For five measly pennies per basket, we will improve
Mc lot of the people who pick our strawberries.
Clean water, clean restmoms and a living wage.
All that for five cents.
Marcus Walton is the Spartan Daily Managing Editor.
flu column appears every Monday.
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this

told that
the Student Union
WAS built to serve the students.
As indicated in the San Jose
State University sataliag, "The
focus of campus life between
slasses for nuns: students is the
student Union, offering, bookstore, lounge, games, banquet,
business and cafeteria facilities."
The fact, unfortunately,
might be wrong.
Inside the Student Union
there is the bowling center, which
has video and table games, chessboards, billiards and table tennis,
Wow, it sounds great!
Students have games to play fm:
their relaxation.
I however, some days the eligible students are rejected from
taking the games, such as bowling lanes. Why?
Because it was reserved for
bowling team leagues from the
"outside world."
In other words, the bowling
lanes are reserved for outside
groups not for SJSU students.
We can only use the lanes if no

Corn MIJOICOI lOON Or Snit .!

a,

/constantly have revelations, but I never thought I’d
have one as insightful as aging brought on by boys.
I have always told my friends that if I gave birth to
a son, to just shove the little sucker right back in.
I don’t like little boys.
They are miniature monsters who wield hockey
sticks and snap bras, who fry bugs with magnifying
glasses and who laugh as if they invented flatulence.
Puppies are cuter and more well-behaved.
The problem with boys, I have always thought, is
that they are undisciplined.
So it was fitting, while in Catalina over spring break,
I was trapped walking behind
three 8-year-old boys shoving
and punching each other.
Kicking a bottlecap down
the street, the middle boy was
excitedly going on about his
upcoming birthday and making extravagent party plans.
I used to begin planning
for my next year’s birthday
party the day after the present
WRITER’S FORUM
year’s had passed. Like every
By Terri K.
other kid in the world, I
Milner
wanted to grow up now.
And yet, as I was confronted with this child’s untethercd enthusiasm, I realized
that I had a mere seven hours left of my 22nd year on
earth, and I was occupied with bemoaning the darkening shadows beneath my eyes and the persistent lingering of five pounds that I had at one time been able to
drop at will.
I flashed back to when.1 used to gape at my father in
open-mouthed amazemetit that lie didn’t look forward
to his birthday enough to even remember when it was.
I mean, birthdays were what life was all about.
As I stared at the back of the boy’s dissheveled
sandy-blond head, I was hit with the realization that I
had joined the ranks of my elders who had become
comfortable in perfunctory responses to birthdays: a
smile to those who wished you a happy one, a polite
thank you to those who came bearing gifts and a running down of the mental list of life’s mistakes and
accomplishments.
While this child couldn’t wait to plunge into adventures that he saw as eventually being inherent with age
14 and high school, 16 and driving I was bothered as another year carried me further away from the
excitement that all those "firsts" had brought.
I felt empty that I had become old enough that
birthdays were becoming more of a burden than welcomed with open arms.
Watching this trio with dirty shirts and fraying
shorts, whom I usually would have avoided like the
plague, I listened and learned.
These little boys, who most -assuredly had tried the
patience of every adult encountered, were eager to
embrace another year. And with their infectious laughter, I had a peek at the panorama of life that is still
stretched out in front of me.
I stopped and wished the child a happy early birthday and told him to have a great party.
Ile looked at me as if I was a wacky old lady.
It was with an ironic smile I realized that, on the eve
of my 23rd birthday, I was still coming of age.
The problem with little boys, I amended, is that
adults like me underestimate them.
Terri K Milner is 4 Spartan Daily Staff Writer

groups called in us reserve them,
It seems in the eyes of the
Student Union management.
the students are considered secondary citizens.
The management should
question itself about its goals and
whom they expect to serve.
Isn’t their goal to serve the
students and provide the service
due to the needs of the students
as well as "focus of campus life"?
Of course, the Student Union
should open its door to welcome
outside people to join activities,
hut basically its priority is still to
serve its students.
I do not accept that I pay the
$81 Student Union fee every
semester hut can’t join in game
activities (using bowling lanes is
one example).
I would like to send a message
to the Student Union management: Is it fair to keep this problem going on?
If not, make a necessary
change to correct it. If yes, we
need a clear reason why it is like
that.
Justin Le
Business Administration

Letters to the Editor

O’Malley responsible
for Dodgers’ move
Larry liernandefs otherwise
excellent essay on baseball
("Hope springs eternal for
baseball diehard") contained onc
gross factual error.
He wrote, "Brooklynites tus
this day will curse Branch Rickey
for taking their Dodgers to Los
Angeles."
No, they won’t. Walter
O’Malley is the man Brooklyn
will hate for all eternity.
Branch Rickey had nothing to
do with the move.
Rickey was never an owner of
the Dodgers; rather, he was the
general manager who, in 1946,
signed up Jackie Robinson and
thus integrated major league
baseball.
He left the organization several years before O’Malley moved
the Dodgers to L.A.
Kevin W. Hecteman
Journalism
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Want to understand the
opposite sex?

Attend the "Improving Your Intimate
Relationships" workshop. The workshop, hosted by
SJSU’s Counseling Services, is held on Mondays
through April 14 in Room 201 of the Administration
Building. Call (408) 924-5910 for more information.

Get a job
Fhe deadline for English tutors is Wednesday. The
deadline for applications for residential advisor, math
instructor and math facilitators is April 18. The positions are available through the Summer Bridge
Program. Contact Student Development Services at
924-2575 for more details.

014

Improve your cultural
encounters
The Circulo Hispanico (the Spanish Club) will

SPARTAN DAILY
provide help in cultural encounters, conversations and
free tutoring today from 12:30 p.m. to 2 p.m. in the
Council Chambers in the Student Union. Call
Professor Matallana at (408) 924-4612 for more
information.

Attend daily mass
The Catholic Campus Ministry will hold its daily
mass today from 12:05 p.m. to 12:30 p.m. At the John
)IXIII Center, across from the SJSU Theatre. Contact
Ginny at 938-1610 for more information.

Study the Bible
’Me Catholic Campus Ministry will hold bible
study from 3 p.m. to 4 p.m. today through Monday
at the John XXIII Center (across from the SJSU
Theatre). Contact Father Dave at 938-1610 for more
information.

Get support
The Re -Entry Advisory Program’s support group

meets today from 12:30 p.m. to 1:30 p.m. in Room
201 of the Administration Building. For more information call (408) 924-5950.

library, Student Union and MacQuarrie Hall.
Contact Jason Rest ivo at 305-2317.

Study break with Caret

Jewish students unite
The Jewish Student Union will hold a social meeting today at 6 p.m. in the Student Union Pacheco
Room.

Celebrate Greek Week
Greek Week kicks off today with a free BBQ for all
Greeks at the BBQ pits from 11 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.
There will also be a food obstacle course competition
at 12:30 p.m. This is also the chance to decorate your
barrel for the philanthropy.

Sign-ups continue for students interested in meeting with President Robert Caret on Tuesday. April
15, from 4 p.m. to 5 p.m. Call 924-1106 to place
your name on the R.S.V.P list. The Presidential
Student Interns study break will take place at EN(,
Room 285 and 287. Call Jason Rcstivo at 924-2981
for more information.
Compiled by Genoa Barrow
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

Helping others
Help the members of fraternities and sororities at
SJSU donate canned food and clothing (especially disposable diapers) to the Sacred Heart Community
Service today through Friday. Bins are located in the

Carlos Fuentes calls for cultural sensitivity
By Jana Sealtadri
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
"It’s not an easy border," novelist
and 68-year-old diplomat Carlos
Fuentes said to an audience of 1,200
who listened in rapt attention at
Student Union Ballroom on Friday.
Sponsored by the San Jose Center
for Latino Arts, the passionate and
eloquent hour-long speech by
Fuentes, "The United State and
Mexico: Sharing a Border," launched
the annual Distinguished Latino
Scholar Address. Center officials said
it hopes to invite such eminent Latino
artists and scholars each year.
"Latino scholars at visible and
prominent levels can contribute
tremendously to the general topics of
discussion in the Bay Area," said
Maribel Alvarez, executive director of
the center. Fuentes’ inaugural address
made the event even more significant,
according to Alvarez.
Fuentes, who is an internationally
acclaimed writer, is best known for
his fiction. He was awarded Mexico’s
National Prize for Literature in 1984.
Fuentes’ book, "The Old Gringo,"
which was the first novel by a
Mexican author to become a bestseller in the United States, was later
made into a movie starring Jane

Fonda and Gregory Peck. Fuentes
drew thunderous applause from the
crowd several times during his
unswerving description of the
strained U.S.-Mexico relations, interspersed with historical anecdotes and
flashes of humor.
"After all, the pilgrims who landed
on Plymouth Rock did not have
visas," Fuentes quipped. "Now that
the Cold War is over, we should share
our common traits and celebrate our
differences.
"Multi-culturalism should be
inclusive, not exclusive. We cannot
separate cultural diversity from social
and economic justice."
Fuentes warned that partisan politics could endanger the already fragile
relationship between the two countries even more. The recent passage of
Proposition 187 in California and
other welfare reform measures that
deny benefits to legal immigrants,
"could inflame the issues instead of
solving them," according to Fuentes.
Pointing out that tensions have
always existed on both sides of the
1.800-mile border, Fuentes argued
that both the United States and
Mexico should "reach a sound bilateral agreement on immigration."
The demarcation line between the
two countries is one of the most visi-

ble borders in the world - being the
only one between an industrialized
nation and an emerging, developing
country. This important border also
opens the door to all of Latin
America. According to Fuentes, five
million undocumented workers cross
the border every year, two million of
which are Mexicans.
"All these people want is work,"
Fuentes explained. "They are not
criminals. Mexico is the third largest
client of the United States, buying
goods worth $50 billion annually,
and Mexican workers should not be
used as scapegoats."
Fuentes said the North American
Free Trade Agreement, proposed and
signed by President Bill Clinton,
should have included the immigration issue.
"NAFTA does not include the
human clement - it left out labor relations," Fuentes pointed out. "But
along with every problem, there is an
opportunity."
With significant benefits to both
countries, Fuentes said the future
holds two major challenges: demands
of the migratory force, in which the
labor movement should be regarded
the same as capital movement and the
drug trade, causing an unjust blame
to be placed on the supply from Latin

American countries, while doing
nothing about the demand, which is
in the United States.
Fuentes, who began his career as a
diplomat and once served as Mexico’s
ambassador to France, is also widely
known for his political and social critique. His 1982 commencement lecture at Harvard University, "High
Noon for Latin America," became
one of the most important texts for
debate. Fuentes is currently the
Robert F. Kennedy Professor of Latin
American Studies at Harvard
University.
"Latin American has succumbed
to economic and social injustice, and
the challenge and profound duty
among every Latin Americans today
and in the future is to promote
democracy in their countries,"
Fuentes said.
"I fully agree with what he
addressed," said Patricia Flores,
junior in social sciences at SJSU, who
said she hopes to be a teacher someday. "I am concerned about our
future in the United States, for whatever befalls me will befall my children."
The complex problems that face
the United States and Mexico can be
resolved by cultural understanding.
Fuentes said.

"Culture is the answer to the challenges of’ life," Fuentes said. "Nations
arc enriched by cultural diversity and
an attempt should be made to
include, not exclude."
Lydia Ortega, a board member of
the San Jose Center for Latino Arts
and a faculty member from the SJSU
department of economics, said,
"Fuentes has laid out a good role for
cultures. Everyone needs to feel equal
to attain harmony, and we should
learn to look for positives."

Lynn Hansen, who works for the
San Mateo County Library, commented on the optimistic tone of
Fuentes’ speech.
"It was much more positive than I
expected," Hansen said.
Fuentes concluded his speech by
beckoning all cultures to respect and
understand one another.
"We should be able to exclaim one
day, ’Mexico and the United States,
so close to each other and so close to
God," he said.

Gibson
continued from page 1
Nabil Ibrahim, a former member of the Foundation’s Board of
Directors, said concerns were
raised during board meetings
about "the leadership and vision"
of the Foundation and its financial
stability.
"President Caret and Mr.
Gibson didn’t seem to have to
same vision for the Foundation.
There was no public disagreement
between them, to my knowledge,"
Ibrahim said.

This is not the first instance of
controversy surrounding the
Foundation’s executive director
position. In 1987, the Foundation
refused to hire Amy Chu, who was
serving as interim director of the
Foundation because she did not
have a graduate degree. In 1989,
Foundation Executive Director
Sharon Garrison resigned from
her positions along with three
other officials after allegations of
misconduct were levied against
them.

BEHIND EVERY ACHIEVEMENT
YOU’LL FIND AN
EXTRAORDINARY DRIVE
And inside every drive there are enormous possibilities. After all, we didn’t get to be
the biggest name in storage technology by thinking small. That’s why we look for people with big ideas
and high expectations for their future. Exceptional talent. New perspectives. Achievers with drive. If
you’re ready to make the leap from the challenges of school to those of a career, you won’t find more
exciting technology or more diverse possibilities anywhere. Now that’s an achievement.
We are seeking interns who are ideally seniors in an undergraduate program or have advanced to a graduate program and will be eligible for hire within one year of the internship.

Technical Writer

Get more from your career than the same old drive and stop by our:

(BA in English)

Hardware Technician Intern
(BSEE)

SUMMER INTERNSHIP FAIR

Information Service Response Center Analyst

in Silicon Valley
Thursday, April 10th
5:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m.
Quantum Corporation
500 McCarthy Blvd. in Milpitas

(BA)

Computer Management
(BA)

Programmer/Analyst
(misics)
Logistics Business Systems Reengineering
(BS/IS/Industrial Engineering)

ASIC Designer
(BSEE/MSEE)

Region Market Analyst

If you are unable to attend, please mail or fax your resume to. Quantum, Human Resources Dept.,
Job Code COSJ04015B. to: Quantum Corporation, 500 McCarthy Blvd., Milpitas, CA 95035;
fax (408) 894-6049, Ref C197 See us on the World Wide Web: http://www.quantum.com.
E-mail jobseqntm com Modem Jr r,ss (415) 903-5815 8, N, 1 ANSI/VT100 Principals only.
Equal opportunity employer M f I V

(MBA w/ Technical Undergraduate Degree)

Rewrite Channel Engineer
Marketing and Communications

Quantum

(BA)

CAPACITY FOR THE EXTRAORDINARY

(BSEE/MSEE)
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Spartans feast on Horned Frogs
The Spartans had a 10-4 lead, but
a five -run seventh brought the
Horned Frogs to within one run.
Right hander Jeff Baker entered
the game with the score 10-9 and
runners on second and third. He
inherited a 2-2 count and promptly
baseman
Sam
retired second
Lunsford with a slider.
Baker said he wasn’t nervous
By Dennis Knight
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
entering the game at such a critical
point.
In a game characterized by long
"I just came in the same situation
innings, bad pitching and sloppy the night before. It’s Our job to come
play, the San Jose State University in and keep the game where it is,"
baseball team held on to win 14-9 Baker said. Baker pitched 2 1/3 scorand sweep a three-game series over less innings and was credited with his
the Texas Christian University first save of the season.
Horned Frogs Sunday.
In the bottom of the seventh
Robert Berns had another big day inning, center fielder Scott Lewis profor the Spartans, going 3-for-5 with
vided the insurance runs
five RBIs and two runs
the Spartans needed by
scored. He also threw a
in two with a
SPARTANS 14 knocking
runner out at home plate
single up the middle for
in the top of the fifth
9 his fourth hit in five at
FROGS
inning. Berns was 6 -forbats. Lewis then scored
12 with nine RBIs during
the Spartans final run of
the three -game series. He
the game when he stole home on the
is currently hitting .411 for the first front end of a double steal with Tony
place Spartans.
James.
"The last two weeks have been a
"TCU made a nice run at us, but
struggle," Berns said. "Since we got we were able to come back and take
back from the road trip, I’ve been the steam out of them," Piraro said.
doing some work hitting off the tee
Robert Berns was the offensive
and that has helped."
catalyst for SJSU in Saturday’s 5-3
Starting pitcher Christian Cooper win over the Horned Frogs. Berns
left the game with a possible injury to
broke a 3-3 tie in the bottom of the
his pitching hand. At the end of the
eighth inning when he took Tee
fourth inning Cooper knocked down pitcher Derek Lee deep over the left
a shot back up the middle with his
field wall to give the Spartans a 5-3
right hand. The ball was deflected to
lead. Ryan McDermott preserved the
shortstop Brian Forman who threw
win by throwing a scoreless ninth
out TCU’s Jeff Yarbrough in a close
inning.
play at first.
Second baseman Tony James and
Spartans’ coach Sam Piraro pulled
shortstop Brian Forman had two hits
Cooper after he allowed a hit to open
each and catcher Steve Ashley gunned
The fifth inning.
down three-of-four runners trying to
"Cooper took one off the finger,
steal to help the Spartans defensively.
he couldn’t get a grip on his curve
Friday, the Spartans began the
Piraro said.
weekend sweep with a 8-7 victory.

Three -game
sweep keeps
SJSU in first

PHOTO BY BRANDON GARCIA Spartan Daily
sweep of the Horned Frogs with a 14-9 victory to remain in first place of their
division of the Western Athletic Conference.

Spartan catcher Steve Ashley blocks home plate from Sam Lunsford of
Texas Christian University at Municipal Stadium Saturday. SJSU beat ICU 5-3,
advancing its record to 27-12 overall. Sunday, the Spartans completed the

WEEKEND’S RESULTS
Women’s gymnastics
at the NCAA West Regionals
finished eighth, Tara Law
finished tenth, Hawley
Almstedt took thirteenth
Men’s gymnastics
at the NCAA West Regionals
finished eighth
Jerry Leyba took sixteenth

TUESDAY

Baseball
swept Texas Christian
8-7, 5-3 8, 14-9
Softball
split a doubleheader
with Fresno State University
18-0 8 6-3
Women’s water polo
lost 5-4 8 18-0

Women’s tennis at USF
at San Francisco

WEDNESDAY
Softball at San Diego State
Baseball v. UC Davis
5 p.m., Municipal Stadium

7th Annual International

Giants downed by Mets
SAN FRANCISCO (Al’) Brian
Bohanon’s emergency start put new
life into the New York Mets.
Starting in place of ailing Pete
Harnisch on two hours notice following his recall from the minor leagues,
Bohanon pitched seven strong
innings for his first National League
victory as the Mets beat the San
Francisco Giants 4-2 Sunday.
"Great might be too mild a word
to use for what he did," Mets manager Bobby Valentine. "He made quality pitches and met this challenge as
well as anyone could have met it. -

I larnisch, who has been suffering
from insomnia, was sent back to New
York earlier in the day. There is some
speculation he may be going through
withdrawal after trying to quit a 13 year chewing tobacco habit but there
was no official word on his condition
pending another evaluation by team
doctors.
"It’s a situation he has to deal with
himself and hopefully he’ll be able to
resolve it quickly and permanently,"
Valentine said.
Bohanon was recalled Saturday
Inim Triple-A Norfolk to fill the ros-

CONTROVERSY AND FIL
p. to 11p.-

Friday April

11th

-&. to 10

p.- Saturday April 12th

Students: $4.00
Generals: $6.00

11146
2318 Stevens Creek Blvd.
San Jose, CA 95128
(4 0 8 ) 9 2 0 - 0 5 9 9

Sanloae State Engineering Building
(near 711;

Private Tutoring
ESL

San lernando), Room 189
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.MMODA DONS SHOUL
..11105 GAL I_ 408 924624’

ter spot of disabled pitcher Yorkis
Perez and was told by Valentine two
hours before Sunday’s game that he
would he making his first start in
nearly two years.
"I thought he was kidding me at
first. Then I went over and looked at
the lineup and I was the one on it,"
Bohanon said. "I really didn’t know
what to expect. I just told myself I
was going to give it everything I had
for as long as I could. After that first
inning, I was able to cruise a little bit
and as each inning went down, things
just started rolling."
Bohanon (1-0), signed during the
offseason as a six -year minor league
free agent and one of the team’s final
spring training cuts, gave up two runs
on four hits. He struck out five and
walked one in helping the Mets salvage a win in the finale of the threegame series while making his first
start since Aug. 20, 1995, against
Minnesota as a member of the
Detroit Tigers.
"He really did the job for us," said
Bernard Gilkey, who had an RBI single during New York’s three -run first.
"He kept them off balance and made
the most of his opportunity."

VOCABULARY BUILDING,
ACCENT REDUCTION,

A.,,,,a0.1 ...Os

ENG. IA PAPERS.
"Ii1ESES

Spectacular Savings
On used and out -of -print textbooks!
Where? The Art Quad
When? April 7 through April 1 1
9am to 5pm

AMERICAN CUSTOMS

OITERPRISE-

Nancy Hinings, M.A.
(408) 267-4272 or
(408) 894-7292

41114
%SOS
THE ENTERPRISE TEAM has opportu
nities for you!! We are looking for graduating

seniors who are sales oriented and self motivated
and want a career in Management Ideal candidates
will have work experience in sales, customer service,
fast -paced retail, participated in team sports, or held
leadership roles in student clubs. If your interested in
a career with an industry leader that will provide
tremendous opportunities

Real Estate
Indecision?
It you’ sr been planning to buy
or sell your home or residential
investment property, this may he

the time to put your plan into action
I can help by pnooding you with
,oroplele real mime services. Call me
kir a comparative market analysis or
buyer prequahlkation and counseling

SIGN UP AT THE
CAREER CENTER TODAY!
A Representative from the Bay Area
will be conducting on -campus interviews on:

APRIL 16, 1997

SOOK STORE
SPARTAN

SHOPS

Must hooks less thon $1.00

KZ-Enterprise
All soles final

rent-a-car
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Deborah Calloway

Phone 4011.252.1133 x208
e-mail dcallowayWcornish.com
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A’s down champs
OAKIAND (AP)
The New
York Yankees, who had not cornMated an error this season, booted
two grounders as the Oakland
Athletics broke a scoreless tie with
three runs in the eighth inning for a
3-0 win Sunday.
Third baseman Wade Boggs and
first baseman Tino Martinez made
the miscues as the Yankees, the last
team in the majors to commit an
error in 1997, wasted a stellar pitching performance by David Conc.
George Williams opened the
eighth with a double and Tony
Batista got a base hit when reliever
Jeff Nelson (0-1) tripped while
attempting to field his bunt. Jose
Canseco then followed with a hard
grounder that was booted into left
field by Boggs. Canseco got an RBI
on the play.
Three batters later, Martinez let
Jason Giambi’s grounder go
through his legs with the bases
loaded and two more runs
scored.Mark Acre (2-0) pitched
one-third of an inning for the victory, the second time in four days he
earned a win by getting just one out.
hilly Taylor pitched the ninth for
his third save.
Cone, returning to the scene of

left to right, Victoria Ruelas, Jennifer Whelen,
Sarah Coughlin, Lindsay Lewis, Tara Clark and Kara Kanney celebrate in the
dougout after Kanney’s home run in the fourth inning of Friday’s second game.

SJSU softball team members,

PHOTO Be Max BECHERER Spartan Daily
Timely hitting and the strong piching of Jennifer Whelen launched the Spartans
to a 6-3 win over the Fresno State Bulldogs.

Spartans salvage pride
SJSU bounces
back froni loss,
beats Bulldogs
By Kimberly Lambe
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

After a seemingly devastating, 180 loss in its first game against Frcsno
State University, the Spartans’ softball team came back to beat the usually ferocious Bulldogs in the second
game of Friday’s doubleheader, 6-3.
In the first game of the doubleheader, the Bulldogs came out swinging, scoring 18 runs on 18 hits in the
first five innings. The normaly solid
Spartans’ defense appeared absent in
the game. as Fresno State had 13 at
bats in the third inning.
SJSU catcher Sarah ( ’oughlin said
following the first game head coach
Connie Miner told the team they
were much better than what they had
demonstrated on the field.
"She told us to be aggressive and

stay confidant for the next game,"
The Bulldogs floundered offenCoughlin said. "When we get the easy sively for the first two innings of game
plays, we need to make them. We two, with Spartan double plays endweren’t making the easy plays in the ing the first two at bats for the
first game."
Bulldogs.
Following the first
"In the first game it
match-up, the Spartans SPARTA NS
0 seemed like our train had
seemed to return to the
given up toward the end,
BULL DO GS 18 hoping the game would
field with renewed confibe over .., but, we
dence, led by first-time
learned from the last
pitcher Jennifer Whelen.
game and demonstrated
"Jen usually is an outhow well we can really
fielder," said Miner.
6 play (in the second
"When she became eligi- SPARTA NS
Miner said.
ble on March 1, we began
BULLDO GS 3 game),"
The Spartans had
working with her on
eleven hits for six runs in
pitching.
She
did
the second game, highextremely well today. I’m
very proud of her."
lighted by first baseman Kara
Whelen pitched two-and -a-half Kanney’s home run in the fourth
innings of the first game and the in tutu p.
SISC’s Shelby Cromer had three
entire second game, striking out six
hitters in the second match -up
hits, and Victoria Ruclas and I.indsay
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lzwis had two hits each.
This Spartan win is the first over
the 35-6 Bulldogs at home this season.
"A lot of this game is about pride,"
Miner said. "The second game
brought some of our pride back."
SJSU travels to San Diego State
University for a doubleheader
Wednesday, and faces the Bulldogs in
a doubleheader rematch Saturday in
Fresno.
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RPS NEEDS PEOPLE UKE YOU!
Motivated. Energetic. Reliable.
Sound like you?
This nationwide, small-package company seeks individuals
to sort, route & handle packages in its Milpitas facility.
AVAILABLE
2am-7am, $8.50/hour
+ tuition assistance
.50 raise after 90 days

SHIFTS;
5pm-lOpm, $8.00/hour
+ tuition assistance
50 raise after 90 days

REQUIREMENTS.
At least 18 -years-old
Can handle an average of 15-20 pounds

Open registration, no application

easy transfer of most units

Pre-Med/Dental Students: one year of 0-Chem or Physics in 9 weeks
Affordable tuition -just $140 per quarter unit (most classes are 4-5 units)
Small interactive classes in over 20 disciplines
Study abroad openings available for Mexico and Italy programs

The Jesuit University in the Silicon 14:Hey
3-, 5-, or 10 -week sessions
beginning June 19

TO APPLY, STOP BY OUR TERMINAL!
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one of his most memorable perfor,
ounces, struck out nine and allowed
just two hits in seven scoreless
innings.
Dave Telgheder was nearly as
effective for the Athletics. He
allowed six hits in 7 2-3 scoreless
innings, and did not allow a runner
past second base.
Cone’s previous game in
Oakland was last Labor Day, his
first game back after surgery to
remove an aneurysm from his pitching arm. He was taken out of that
game after seven innings with a nohitter.
Cone opened Sunday’s game
with 3 1-3 hitless innings before
Canseco singled softly to left to
break the streak.
Cone, who walked three, struck
out two batters each in the fourth,
fifth and sixth innings and allowed
only one runner to reach third base.
He worked out of a jam in the
seventh with the help of a diving
catch by center fielder Bernie
Williams.
Cone opened the inning by
walking Mark McGwire and
Geronimo Berroa, but then struck
out Giambi and got pinch-hitter
Matt Stairs to fly out.
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Water polo
team sinks
Clara needed only a goal by
McCloud, who finished with a
game -high three goals, in the
With a two-goal lead and overtime to seal the victory.
"Mentally, we lost that
three minutes remaining in the
fourth quarter, San Jose State game." Tully said. "We made
too many mental mistakes, like
University’s water polo team
seemed poised to do something passing the ball to the back of
it hadn’t done in its first nine somebody’s head instead of having eye contact. You know, stuff
games: win.
Unfortunately for SJSU, like that.
"We make a lot of physical
Santa Clara rained on their vicmistakes, but I
tory parade with two
expect that," Tully
goals in the fourth
said. "This team is
quarter and one in
4
brand new and it
overtime
to
beat
5 takes a long time to
SJSU, 5-4.
develop the skills of
-I was disappointthe game. But the
ed," SJSU coach Lou
thing that bothers
Tully said.
felt that
me more than anyphysically we’re 2 bet0
thing is the mental
ter team then they
mistakes that we
axe."
C:.p,>INar 18 make sometimes,
SJSU looked strong
which we made a
in the game’s first half.
number of today,"
After Santa Clara’s
Kathleen McCloud opened up he said.
Fletcher agrees with Tully’s
the scoring with a goal, SJSU
rattled off three-straight goals assessment of the teams perforfrom Jessyca Nabozny, Amy mance. "It was a little disapsaid.
Fletcher
Fletcher and Adrienne Simpson, pointing,"
while goalie Cathy Hernandez "Physically we should have beatshut down Santa Clara’s offense. en that team (Santa Clara), but
But, SJSU broke down in the we made stupid mistakes. We’re
second half. Hernandez, who still learning the game."
Sunday, the Spartans traveled
finished with 17 blocks, allowed
one goal in the third quarter and to Stanford to take on the
two in the fourth, while SJSU Cardinal, who pounded the
could only
muster Amy fledgling SJSU squad 18-0 to
Fletcher’s second goal of the continue the first -season woes.
game in the entire half. Santa

By Mark fitaidol

Spartan Daily Staff Writer

Adrienne
Simpson,
San Jose State
University water
polo player,
battles for control
of the ball during
the team’s match
against Santa
Clara Saturday at
the Aquatic
Center. SJSU lost
in overtime 5-4.
Pomo By
ARIC CRABS

t

Spartan Daily

The Nation’s

Redskins owner, 84, succumbs
Pinpoint Your Needs

Solidify Your Science

course
JUST GOT EVEN

Master Proven Strategies

WASHINGTON (AP) Jack
Kent Cooke, the crusty entrepreneur
whose Washington Redskins won
three Super Bowls and whose personal life was the stuff of tabloid headlines, died Sunday of cardiac arrest.
He was 84.
Cooke collapsed Sunday morning
at his northwest Washington estate.
"When paramedics arrived ... his
heart was not beating," said 1)r.
Robert Sheffer, emergency room
chief at
George
Washington
University Hospital, where Cooke
was pronounced dead shortly after

noon, 35 minutes after arrival.
For Cooke, image was nothing
success was everything. And during
his 23 years as majority owner of the
Redskins, his success could be measured by his vast financial holdings,
his NFL championships and the
parade of celebrities that came calling
to his stadium box.
-Nobody’s going to write a book
about me- 50 years from now, Cooke
told The Associated Press in the
spring of 1995, -because nobody’s
going to find anything worth writing
a book about."

It was that mindsct that helped
Cooke brush aside those who raised
eyebrows over his scandal -sheet personal life including multiple marriages or his
abrasive public persona in pursuit of becoming one of
the most successful sports team owners in modern American history.
-He was a tough negotiator," said
D.C. Mayor Marion Barry, who haggled with Cooke for years over the
construction of a new Redskins stadium. "He wouldn’t have made all his
money if he had been a softie. President Clinton said in a state-

=L.

Better

Demystify The Test

The Prevention Education Program Center- Student Educators
would like to thank the following for assisting with the huge
success of the Green Bean Campaign:

Simulate Test Day

Never Be Alone

1-800-K AP -TEST

Get Into Medical School

www.kaplan.com

NEW TEACHING CRERENTIAL OPTIONS

* Become a teacher leader !
* Be part of a school -based team !
* Part-time paid teaching options available !

Admissions and Records
Business Student Advisement Center
Counseling Services
Disability Resource Center
FD&O (Bill Leonard & Doug Kelly)
Housing Services
Human Performance Department
Instructional Resource Center
Intercollegiate Athletics!
International Student Services
Mark Cato
Psychology Department
Recreation and Leisure Studies
San Jose State University Foundation
Student Development Services
Student Life Center
Student Resource Center
Testing and Evaluation Department
Undergraduate Studies
Vice President for Student Affairs Office

American Musical Theater
Bagel Basket
Cafe Pnmavera
Circuit City Foundation
Kinko’s
Lucky Food Stores
McDonald’s
Pak N’ Save
Peggy Sue’s
Ravioli’s
Roundtable Pizza (1175 Lincoln Ave.)
Safeway Food Stores
San Jose Clash
San Jose Giants
Student Union Bowling Center (Sharon Deaver)
San Jose Event Center (Caryn Collopy)
United Artists Theaters
Wherehouse
Winchester Mystery House

ment that Cooke’s "straight-shooting
style and love of the fans earned him
respect and admiration throughout
the sports world."
Born Oct. 25, 1912, in Hamilton,
Ontario, Cooke sold encyclopedias
during the Depression before making
his fortune in radio and television
companies, real estate, and newspaper
publishing.
He ultimately amassed an $825
million fortune that earned him the
170th spot on the most recent Forbes
Magazine listing of the 400 richest
Americans. His properties included
the Chrysler Building in New York
City, the 1.0s Angeles Daily News and
numerous cable television interests.
Cooke’s box at RFK Stadium was
a bipartisan mix of some of the
nation’s top political figures. Cohn
Powell, the retired chairman of the
Joint Chiefs of Staff, was a recent
guest.
Known in Washington circles as
The Squire, Cooke became the
Redskins’ majority owner in 1974
and took over daily operations from
Edward Bennett Williams in 1980,
launching his domed pursuit toward
making the team an NFL power.
Cooke’s first sports venture was his
1951 purchase of baseball’s Toronto
Maple Leafs. He transformed the
moribund minor league franchise,
paving the way for the city’s promotion to major league status with
arrival of the Blue Jays in 1977.
Next came Los Angeles, where he
bought basketball’s Lakers and hockey’s Kings and in 1967 built them the
ultimate showplace, the Forum. Ile
also owned A horse -breeding farm in
Lexington. Ks.

Earn your !caching credential by rousing the learning
community in one ot two new credential options in the
Silicon Valley Comprehensive Teacher Education
Institute
(a partnership of Campbell District / SJSC/
Oak Grove District
li Collaborative (’LAD/Multiple Sublect Credential Program
with pan -time paid teaching options.
or Concurrent Multiple Suhiect /Mild -Moderate -Severe
Disabilities Level I
Credenual Program v ith part -lime teaching options.
Applications are now being accepted for fall. 1997!
For more information, stop by SH 108. SH 30, or call
Or. Nancy 1-ounc at 924-37201TE Collaborauvel
Dr. Mary Male at 924-3720 (Concurrent Credential Program)
Full time paid internship options also available
School -University Partnership Internship
Program.
For more information. contact Brenda Fikes at

tiirasgh the
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SPARTAN DAILY

Daily Funnknees

DANA St MtvihRS

CLASSIFIED
The SPARTAN DAILY
mates no claim for products or
services advertised below nor Is
there any gursantes Incas& The
clarified columns of the Swam
Daly consist of peld advertising
and offerings are not approved or
verified by the !wrapper.

TUTORING
ENGLISH TUTOR
Speaking, Reading and Writing
Credentialed H.S. Teacher.
Call (408)978-8034.

BILINGUAL TUTORIAL CENTER
Math: Algebra - Geometry
Statistics - Trig Calculus
Physics: Mechanics- Electric
WE ARE LOOKING FOR ROOMS Chemistry: Organic- Inorganic
to sublet to students interning in English: Speak Read Write
Silicon Valley for this Summer. Spanish: Hadar Leer - Escribir
Cali Darrel Stem (408)7485117 Call: Mike 408-298-7576
Email: mvera18288ramol.com
LOW RENTI Five rooms available
now Across the street from
campus. Please call 2988658.
WORD PROCESSING

FOR RENT

2 FORM APARTMENT $900/MO.
Security type building
Secure Parking
Close In
Modem Building
Laundry Room
Village Apts. 576 S. 5th St.
(408) 295-6893.

SHARED HOUSING

PROFESSIONAL Word Processing
Theses, term papers, group
projects, resumes. All formats
including APA. Fax available.
Experienced, dependable, quick
return. Almaden/Branham
area .Call Linda 408-264-4504.
WORD PROCESSING
Thesis, Resumes, Reports, etc.
20+ Years Experience
Medical/Legal Transcription
Services Available.
Reasonable Rates
CALL (408) 272-1552.

PHONE:

WRITING ASSISTANCE most
subject. Why suffer and get poor
grades when help is available?
Harvard MA/UCB Ph.D. (former
college teacher) can help you
with research & writing. Fast.
friendly, caring, confidential.
Convenient Peninsula location.
Dissertation/ thesis specialist.
Samples & references available.
Chinese & other languages
spoken. Foreigners welcome! For
free tips, tools and ideas on
how to improve your writing,
visit our user-friendly Website
at http://www.aci-plus.com
Regular email: acillinetcom.com
Or write: Daniel, POB 4489, FC CA
94404 (ask for free color brochtle)
LAUREL OFFICE SERVICES
Writing
Editing Typing*
Spreadsheet&Cetabase Design.
‘Desktop Publishing*
*Bookkeeping * PC Support*
*Reasonable Rates‘
4484119.
PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST now
accepting students who wish to
excel in playing guitar or bass. All
levels welcome: Beginning,
Intermediate or Advanced. Learn
any style: Jazz, Blues, Rock.
Fusion, Funk, Reggae, or Folk.
Call Bill at 408-298-6124.

ROOMMATE WANTED TO SHARE
2 bdrm/2 ha. apt. in WG area.
OW. Nrte sec.. pool. laundry. Near
SJSU, it rail, 87 & shops. Rung incl.
$430/mo +1/2 Lail. & $200 dep. AFFORDABLE/ EXPERIENCED*
Graduate Studies, Thesis, Term
OPPORTUNITIES
Kendra 445-9814.
Papers. Nursing, Group Projects,
INTERNATIONAL COMPANY
SPACIOUS ROOM w/Rivate Bath. Restmes. Al Formats, Specializing
in APA. Spelling/Grammar/
We need people who speak:
Next to campus in large home. To
English, Spanish, Korean,
share w/other females. Call Mark Punctuation/ Editing. 24+ yrs Exp.
Russian, Japanese, Chinese and
WP
/FP Laser. PAM’S
at 323-0808.
any other languages to help
PROFESSIONAL WORD PROCF_S9NG
expand our business locally,
247 2681, Ram-Elem.
ROOM $450+ MIL Unfun, 150 sq
Nationally & Internationally.
ft bdrm in quiet safe apt. complex.
5500-51500 pt. 52000.550008.
SUZANNE’S Word Processing
Share kit & bath. Near Lee), 5 min
803-4002018.
(Bus/Rse/PAsd)
5104899794
from Slal. Pcol Mbhouse & mend
Word Processing & Editing
prkng INDWDED. No pets. ND amide,
Accepted
Acadrrnic/Bus.
INork
digs. Refer SLSU student 998-4483. eon,
COMPUTERS ETC.
Reports Theses N’LA/TURAB
Expert In APA Format
REFURBISHED MACS
WP 5.1/6.0 - Laser Printer
AUTO FOR SALE
BEST PRICESti
7 Days a Week 7:00am -9:00pm
Classroom Computer Co.
RELIABLE- FAST- ACCURATE.
WI HONDA PRELUDE 5 Ok blue,
3549
Haven Ave. *11
Automatic, Sun roof, 120k, clean,
Menlo Park, CA 94025
runs good. $4000. Call 971-1656. EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS.
Ph: (800) 800-5115
Science & English papers/theses
FM: (415) 306-1120
our specialty. Laser printing.
STUDENT SPECIALS
APA, Turabian and other formats.
FOR SALE
Mac SE &Classic
Resumes, editing, graphics
MAC Ilsi, ci, cx
DATONS WIRE WHEELS gold and other services available on
POWER MACS
plated. Grit cond. 15x7. Call Steve either WordPerfect or Word.
5200, 6214, 6100
or Tirto 238-9071, bet. 6:30-1130. Masterson’s Word Processing.
MAC LC580
Call Paul or Virginia 408.251-0449.
Inlajet & Laser Printers
Matrix Printers
Dot
TYPE??
TO
DO
YOU
HATE
ANNOUNCEMENTS
or NOT HAVE TIME TO TYPE? Term
resumes,
group
papers,
thesis,
WELCOME BACK ROTC!
INSURANCE
Military has done more for liberty projects, etc. Have a typewriter
to complete your applications for
than all gay activists combined.
AUTO INSURANCE
med/law school, etc. Will transcribe
Campus Insurance Service
your taped interviews or research
STUDENT DENTAL PLAN I
Special Student Programs
notes. Fax machine. Notary Public.
Only $57.00 per year.
Serving SJSU for 20 years
Call Anna at 972-4992.
Save 30% - 60%
"Great Rates for Good Drivers"
on your dental needs.
"Good Rates for NonGood Drivers"
For info call 1-800-655-3225.
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
SERVICES
"Good Student" "Family Multi-car"
CALL TODAY 296-5270
PHOTOGRAPHER FOR HIRE
CAMPUS CLUBS
FREE QUOTE
Have your affair shot candidly
NO HASSLE
SJSU Mack Mosque Honor Society by a trained photojournalist!
NO OBUGATION
taking scholarship applications. Specializing in candid and
Also open Saturdays 9-2.
3.0 GPA & SR IN Fall Sets. Contact sports action photos. You
Janet Redding, Advisor 924-1120. keep the negatives) B&W or
color avail. Affordable hourly
SCHOLARSHIPS
and day rates. Contact Steve
at: (408) 279-4121.
TRAVEL
$1000 STUDENT SCHOLARSHIP
WRITING HELP. Fast professional available from Mt. Hamilton
EUROPE $269.
editing, rewriting, ghostwriting. Republican Women. Requirements:
Within USA $79.-5129.
Essays, letters, application Must be a registered Republican,
Caribbean $249. r/t
statements, proposals, reports, Have a 3.0 GPA or better, and
Mexico $209. r/t
etc. For more info, please call be carrying at least 12 units.
Cheap Fares Worldwide!!!!!
Dave Bolick at 810-601-9554. Applications due by 5/1. Contact
http://www.airhitch.org
VISA/MasterCard. FAX. E-Mail Janet Elliott at Financial Aid or call
AIRNIFTCHO 1-415-834-9192
Mrs. Hansen at 238-6425
EUPHOTIC FOUNDATION
TICKET SALEIII
LOWEST SPRING/SUMMER 1997 Confidential Spiritual Counseling COLLEGE SCHOLARSHIPS NOW
Surf: www.scholarship4u.com
Metaphysical. Astrological,
FARES...BOOK NOW!
Call: 800MIBASE2. 408.629-8941
Meditation Classes.
Discount Tickets
Email: sjsuescholarship4u.com
Gnostic Western Tradition.
Europe ASIEI - Latin America
Call (408)978-8034.
CHEAP LONDON/PARIS
FARES.. SUMMER 1997
Telephone Service Everyday
The Student Travel Specialists
TRAVELQWIK
8118-591-91100
Free International Student I D.
with purchase of ticket.

SPORTS/THRILLS
100% PURE ADRENALINEI
There is nothing compared to
the curhilaration experienced by
skydMngt Tandem. Accelerated
Frell, Turbine Aircraft.
SJSU student owned & operated.
SAY AREA SKYDIVING
1-510-634-7575.

HEALTH & BEAUTY
ELECTROLYSIS CUNIC.
Unwanted hair removed forever
Specialist. Confidential
Your own probe or disposable.
335 S. Bmwood Ave San Jose.
247-7496.
MEN & WOMEN
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing
or using chemicals. Let us PetTna:
neatly memo your unwanted hair.
Beck- Chest Lip- Bikini Chin
Tummy etc. Students & faculty
receive 15% discount. First appt.
1/2 price if made before 6/1/97
Her Today Gone Tomorrow, 621 E.
Campbell Ave. #17, Campbell.
(40/1379.3100.
SAMPLE A WILD FOOD NM
Super Blue Green Ngss
Reported Benefits include:
Impreved Concentration
Increased Enertir
*Weight Control
1400)737-2702

FUNDRAISING
FAST FUNDRAISER Reim $500
in 5days Greeks. Groups, Clubs,
Motivated Individuals. Fast. Easy.
No Financial Obligation.
1500862-1982 ext. 33.

EMPLOYMENT

WILLOW IILD1 BICYCLES is looking
for qualified bicycle mechanic/
salesperson for part-time/full-time
work. Experience is a must.
Please call 293-2606 or fax a
resume to 293,9019.

DRIVING FOR DOLLARS
Earn $6/hr plus $10/hr in tips.
Deliver from best SJ restaurants.
Flexible hours. Great for Students!
Need own car.
Call Dine IN 8996.3463 now.
PRIMARY PWS
ACTION DAY PRESCHOOL
Teachers/Aides FT/PT.
ECE or Experience Preferred.
EOE. Call 370-0357.

UFB3UARDS/SYAM INSTRUCTORS
Los Gatos Swim and Racquet Club.
Must have current CPR. First Aid,
& Lifeguard training certifications.
WSI preferred for teaching. Apply
in person 14700 Oka Road, Los
Gatos, CA.

SERVICE REPS NEEDED to
deliver & set up our exquisite
cuisine. Our company vans.
Excellent DMV & good people
skills required. 6 a.m.10 a.m. or
10 a.m.- 2p.m. weekends as
needed. Also need on-call servers.
MINATO JAPANESE Restaurant Call 246-9422 after 12:00 p.m.
Now hiring for P/T foodservers &
dishwashers. Fun Job? Please PRESIDENTULL SIUDENT INTERNS
Responsibilities
apply at 617 N. 6th St. 998-9711.
Presidential liaison to 26000 SJSU
students & an ambassador to the
WSI’S NEEDED
university community. Coordinate
Summer Employment
Please call 354-8700 a 224 campus discussions between the
President and fellow students.
Los Gatos Rec Department.
Develop student communication
tools to enhance the dialogue
WAREHOUSE POSITION
students. Serve as a
among
leading
a
T’s.
Golden State
sportswear distributor, seeks a member of key campus committees.
lb Compensation
Position
Commitment
Warehouse Team Player.
8- 10 hours per week. $7.50 per
available immediately.
period is
Employment
hour.
Pull orders
August 1, 1997 - May 31, 1998.
Stock inventory
matricuAll
applicants
must
be
Unload trucks
lated SJSU students in good
Assist will-call customers
maintain
Interns
must
standing.
Work 20 or more hrs/wk
full time academic status while
Monday -Friday
serving. Previous experience work
$7.00 per hour
Work for a company that truly ing with campus organizations
appreciates its staff. Apply in and an understanding of recent
person between 8am & 5:30pm. climate issues is preferred. Candidate must have ability to commuGolden State T’s
nicate in a professional manner.
2110 Zenker Road
Applications now available
San Jose, CA 95131
At the corner of Charcot and in the President’s Office, Tower
Zenker nine back row of bullrings Hall 206. Applications accepted
until 5pm on April 17, 1997.
Please cat 9242981 or 9245968
HELPER/COMPANION
for more information.
for paralyzed 36 year old in his
pleasant Palo Alto cottage.
Light cooking, going to concerts, CUSTOMER SERVICE close to SJSU
in busy off ce. Assist in warehouse.
errands, some time to study.
Exp. needed. Call Lisa 2751784.
Sat. 3pm- llpm
Sun 5pm 10pm
PART-TIME TELEMARKETING
Mon 7pm - 10pm
position available, for investment
$9/hour.
firm. Mon. Fri. flexible hours.
1-415-568-1225
(Morning & Afternoon) $10.00 per
CHILI’S BAR & GRILL in search hr. plus bonus’. Call 408287-6670
of Foodservers and Hosts with for an interview.
restaurant experience. Friendly,
team oriented people apply in YMCA SUMMER DAY CAMP JOON
person Monday through Thursday, If you like the outdoors, like
between 2pm-4pm. 2980 Stevens working with children & teens, &
have special skills in camping,
Creek Blvd. San Jose. No Calls.
games. crafts, sports or drama,
caulks a Summer Job at the YMOM
INSIDE SALES
Positions Available:
REPRESENTATIVES
DIRECTORS
Founded in 1925, George S.
ASSISTANT DIRECTORS
May International is a leading
management consulting firm. Our
LEADERS
business is exploding, and we need Please call your local Y for more
several motivated seilstarters to help detailed information Ell application.
*Central YMCA -298-1717
us schedule appointments with small
(San Jose & Santa Clara)
to medium sized business owners
the
Western
US.
*Southwest
YMCA 3701877
throughout
(LosGatos, Saratoga)
We’ll provide you with paid
Northwest
YMCA
- 2577160
training, a competitive base salary
+ commissions, full benefits, flexible (Cupertino. Santa Clara. Sunnyvale)
Scuth Valley YWCA - 2269622
work schedule, & a teat opportunity
(South San Jose)
to learn & grow with an established
industry leader that promotes from NepitasiBerryessa YMCA 9450919
(Milpitas)
within. If you enjoy people. you’re
Mt. Madame MCA -779(Q(8
good on the phone, and you like
(Mrrgan Hill)
to have fun, then this is the job
for you! Bilingual it big plus.
To arrange an interview, TEACHERS/AIDES/Camp Leaders
please call Steven Sanchez at Dam sch. age recreation program,
(800) 9550200 ext. 221, or P/T from 26 pm Mf cta’rg the sch. yr.
send/fax resume to: GSM, 991 F/T during summer camp program.
W. Hedding St. San Jose. CA 95126. Excellent salary, no ECE req. Los
Fax: (408) 744641fd EOE/AA.
Gatos-Sara. Recreation. Call Janet
at 354-8700x23. (Not avail.
GEORGE S. MAY
INTERNATIONAL CO.
schcol rmr?Call for summer employ
life guards & camp leaders).
TEACHERS - Exceptional opportunity
to join one of the fastest growing SUMMER DAY CAMP JOBS
Quality childcare osiers in Vastan If you have experience working
View. Must have at least 12 ECE with kids ages 3-13 and want a
units. Preferably 3 infant units fun summer job working outside
and 6 months experience. Call CALL CITY OF CAMPBELL
RECREATION 866-2740- NOWI
(408) 7464954.

DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES

Fast

SECURITY-ACUFACTS, INC.
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
Great for Students.
F/T or P/T. All shifts.
Top Pay with Many Benefltsl
Call or apely n pawn, N’on-Sun 77.
4(8.286.5880.555 D Meilen Am.
Between San Calm NYI Pakmoor,
behrd the Card and Parry Stem, Si.
SECURITY
F/T & P/T Will Train
Day, Swing & Grave Shifts
Permanent & Short Term jobs
ABCOM Private Security
408.247-41327.
TEACHER, PT/FT at high quality,
tic. drown play center for 2-12 yr
olds. Min. 6 ECE units req. Flex
days/eves/wkends. Team teach
environment. Benefrts avail. Apply in
person at KidsPark:
Near Oakridge Mall, 281-8880
5440 Thomwood Dr., St
Near Valley Fair, 985-2599
2858 Stevens Creek Blvd.
At the HUB. 510-792-9997
39102 Argonaut Way, Fremont
NEW Westgate Mall
Call Heidi at 281-8880.
MANAGER TRAINEES
No experience necessary. Will
Train? Managers earn $4000/mo
base+ corn. Corp. seeks energetic
people for management. Start
now. 5785197.
$1500 WEEKLY POTENTIAL
mailing our circulars. Begin now.
For info call 301-429-1326.

408-924-3277

Please check .1
one classification:

After the MTh day. rate increases by 51 per day
First line (25 spaces) set in bold for no extra charge
Up to 5 additional words available in bold for $3 each

SEMESTER RATES
10-14 knee: $90
3-9 lines: $70
15-19 lines: $110

Zleccide

Classified desk is located in Dwight Bentel Hall, Room 209.
II Deadline. 1000 a.m. two weekdays before publication
III All ads are prepaid. No refunds on canceled ads
111Rates for consecutive publications dates only
QUESTIONS? CALL (408)924-3277

Rental Housing
Campus Clubs*
_Greek Messages* _ Shared Housing’
_ Real Estate
Events’
Services’
Amounoemenls
Health/Beauty’
_Lost and Found**
Sports/Thrills’
_Volunteers’
Insurance
For Sake
Enterlanmene
_Moe For Sale*
Travel
_COmpulereEic
Tutoring’
_Wanted’
Word Prooesaing
_Employment
Scholarshipe
_Opportunities

available for these classifications. $5.00 for a 3 One ad for 3 days. Ads must be
in DBH209, between 10am and 2pm. Student ID required.
-Lost & Found ads are offered free, 3 lines for 3 days, as a service to the Campus Community.
Special student rates

LOOKING FOR WORK???
Hundreds of job listings
available in the
CAREER CENTER’S JOB BANK,
Visit us in BC 13 to get access.

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS*
Receptionist, Office Clerk
Sales, Customer Support
Technician, Testing Optr.
Warehouse Clerk
YOU.OD A JOB WITH A RJIURO Cd 406/94281166 or
We will train you for a full-time Fax to 405/9424260
position with our nationwide firm. Electrons Staffing Services,E0E
1778 Clear Lake Ave. Milpitas
We offer:
Hyry 680 exit Landess Ave. tum
*Weekly Pay incentives
left at Clear Lake Ave.
Monthly Bonuses
CompetaNe Wages
$ EARN EXTRA CASH
Grouprate Health Care
up to $120/week!
Complete Management Training
Become a Sperm Donor.
You must be career minded.
Healthy
males, 19-34 years old.
408545,3936.
All)
Call
(That’s
Univ. students/Grads/Faculty
California Cryobank
Contact
YMCA NOW HIRING DIRECTORS
and TEACHERS for school-age 415-324-1900, M,F. 8-5pm.
Full
care.
and preschool child
FLEXIBLE SCHEDULES
Time & Part Time. 6- 15 ECE or
related units. For more info: Seeking teachers and subs for
our school age day care program.
cell Mary I 2911-311118.
We can work around your school
MAKE MONEY SSIMITILACHING schedule. Early ~riff% or afterdriver training & education, pt/ft, noon positions available. F/T
no exp. nec. hs grads. 971-7557. employment available during
summer break. This is a greet job
MOO’S Weddy stuffing envelopes. to gain experience. Units in ECE,
$1 per envelope stuffed. SASE: Rec, Psych, Soc, or Ed required.
CALL: 408.379-3200 x21.
Enterprise Marketing P.O. Box
592061 Orlando, FL 32859.

NAnoNAL /AGENCY RATES CALL

Nee.

Five Andrew
Days
$13 cry N flue.
514
Phone
$15
$16
Send check or money order try
Spartan Daily Classifieds
San Jose State University
San Jose, CA 95192-0149

FAX:

Software Development Services
Territory Sales Reps
PT/FT (408) 873-1720
www.softwareguality.com

UCICICILIJULIUULIU:LIJULILEJLIUULILIU:10=Lia:1
1:11ZICIULIUULII:IJULILIJJLIUUCULIULILICILIULICID
LILIIULJUUULICILIUULIULIUDUULIDUZILICILIULILILI
UULIULILILILILICCIULILICILILILICILICIUJULLICCUL1
Four
Days
$11
$12
$13
$11

924-3277

TELEMARKETING PT/FT. We
SANDWICH MAKERS $7.00 HR. sell discount subcriptions to Bay
Mon. Mu Fri. 10arn-2pm. Sourdough Area newspapers. Auto dialers.
Eatery. 848 N. First. St. Sanlose. Flexible hrs. 9am-9pm. Downtown
near lightrai( - 4 blocks from SJSU.
EARLY crow EDUCATOR MAJORS Hourly ES plus bonus. Media
Promotions 4940200.
City of Campbell Recreation
is seeking Summer Day Camp
BICYCLE MESSENGER
Counselors who have experience
Part-time, Flexible Hours.
working with 35 year olds.
Great for Students)
FOR
INFO.
CALL 866-2108
Serving Downtown SanJose.
Inner
City Express.
PART TIME POSMONS $9/HR.
2-3 week project. EASY WORK. 22W. Saint John St. San Jose.
(408)8484023. Ask for Mike.
POSTAL JOBS
Upto$15.29/tr pie areas.
VALET PARKERS - P/T, nights &
4153398377 - 24 hrs.
weekends for private parties in
Los Gatos/Saratoga area. Must
have min. 1 year customer service BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED
experience, and desire to serve Earn to $25.00/hr salary + tips.
people. Polite, well groomed, Students needed in the irnmediate
and professional attitude only. area. RiNtime/partaime openings.
19 yrs+. $5.75/hr. + tips. Call today 1-415-968-9933.
International Bartenders School.
Call Mike, 800-825-3871.

Print your ad here. Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words.

Ad Rates: 3 -line minimum
Three
One
Two
Day
Days
Days
3 lines
Si
$5
$99
4 lines
$10
58
$8
$11
5 lines
$7
$9
6 Ines
$12
$10
$6
$1 for each additional line.

BY JACK OHMAN

MIXED 14EDIA

placed in person

924-3282

PART TIME TECHNICAL Sales
Engineer for a highly innovative
Internet software. Duties include
sales presentation, understand
customer’s requirements & work
with our programmers to develop
custom applications. This position
requires basic knowledge of
Internet and WWW environment,
familiar with PC/workstation
operating systems, Window NT,
Window 95 and Unix. Knowledge
of Java and database packages is
a plus. Excellent verbal & written
communication skills a must. $15
to $18 per hour plus commission.
Must own vehicle and insurance.
Please Fax resume to Marketing
Dept. Webman Technologies Inc.
4082433186.
LEADING WIRELESS COMPANY
seeking customer service representatives. PT/FT. Flex hrs. Salary
+ bonus. Will train. Call David H.
408441:8600.
HELP WANTED Men/Women
earn $480 weekly assembling
circuit boards/electronic components
at home. Experience unnecessary.
will train. Immediate openings
your local area. Call 1-520-6807891 ext D198.
ASIAN WOMEN NEEDED
for egg donation. Desperate Asian
couples need your help to conceive.
Can you help? Ages 21-29,
non-smoker, healthy & nasponsble.
$3,000 stipend ad eapenses paid.
Other ettntitics also needed. Reese
cal WWFC 1-510-820-9495.

Certain advertisements in
these columns may refer the
reader to specific telephone
for
numbers or addr
additional information.
Classified readers should be
reminded that, when disking
these further contacts, they
aijould Ismigre complete
’17orMatIon Before sending
mcwiey for goods or services.
In addition, readers should
carefully Investigate ail fIrms
offering employment listings
orcoupons for discount
vac/Mons or merchandise.

rstell
ow*,

Daily

CROSSWORD tf?.# 1
ACROSS
1 Whinny
6 Gangster
10 Opening
13 Very very
14 - off: reserve
15 Tennis pro
Nastase
17 Barnyard sound
18 Placed in office
20 Orange
aemstono
21 need instrument
22 Condiment
23 Strong current
26 Bear’s home
27 Black -belt sport
30 Foals’ moms
32 Singer Pia!
33 Fuel rating
36 Baseball great
Berta
37 Scoff (at)
38 Small beds
42 Caught
44 Western
entertainment
45 Molten rock
material
47 Weekend
follower
48 Actor Torn
49 Gets ready
53 Sky-high
55 Science rooms
56 Persia. today
60 Sea animal
62 Wise saying
63 Singer Guthrie
64 Director
Preminger
65 Happen again
66 Dip in liquid
67 Paraphernalia
68 Walk
DOWN
1 Gists
2 - Fitzgerald
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3 Roman road
4 Getting a
degree
5 Derby or pillbox
6 Social group
7 Esteem
8 Capsize
9 Acquire
10 - monster
11 Refer
12 Slices
16 Paradise
19 Nile dam
21 Poem
24 To the degree
25 Actor Sherif
27 Piano part
28 Commotion
29 Tractortrailer
31 Think a9ain
33 Toronto s prov
34 Satisfactory
grade
35 ’’ Noghtline" host
Koppel
37 Leading It y

39 Out of the
ordinary
40 Orange pekoe.
eg
41 Type of bean
43 Unoccupied
44 Fish eggs
45 Middle distance
runners
46 Greek god
of music
47 Woman’s title
48 Prince of India
50 Superior
51 Italian food
52 Loathe
54 Unsuccessful
play
57 Go fast
58 Water. to
Pedro
59 Social
misfit
61 Haze
62 Carney or
Buchwald
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Chavez

Fees
continued from page 1
Currently, in open labs, there are
approximately 130 computers to
serve a student population of
26,000, which is about one computer for every 300 students.
"If this bill passes, it would tic
our hands," Vigil said. "It would
put a restraint on the way the campus is leaning. We won’t have the
money needed to improve technolAccording to Vigil, it is difficult
to get enough money from the university budget to maintain computer labs. It costs a great deal of
money to pay for continuous
expenses such as, technology
upgrades, lab personnel, and paper
supplies, he added.
"We are competing with many
oilier functions and departments,
Vigil said. ’There is never enough
money to support labs because
technology always becomes obsolete within *few years or sometimes
even months."
Karen Newell Young, spokeswoman for the Chancellor’s Office,
said the bill would have no impact
on the CSU system, but many disagree.
President Robert Caret has
expressed opposition to the bill
because he said he feels the legislation could work against the university.
"On the one hand, the bill could
make the legislature give us more

funding," Caret said. "But on the
other hand, it could backfire if it
doesn’t provide us with a mechanism to impose a fee hike if one is
needed."
Contrary to the position of
administration,
the
SJSU
Student
California
State
Association supports the bill.
"Universities can’t continue
increasing student fees, especially
for something that is so absolutely
fundamental to our academic education," CSSA Spokesman Steve
Henderson said. "Now more than
ever, technology is an integral part
to basic instruction. Students need
this in order to have a quality education."
The student association is lobbying that the legislature adopt the
bill to minimize the effect of earlier
actions of the CSU Board of
Trustees. Recently, the Trustees
gave more power to universities by
approving a policy that allows each
campus to levy fees, in addition to
registration fees, for any purpose
the campus desires. Many universities
like
California
State
Polytechnic University, San Luis
Obispo and Sonoma State
University have pending proposals
to impose new student fees on the
access to technology.
"If this bill doesn’t pass, it could
open the door to a two-tiered educational system," Henderson said.
"Universities with a more affluent

student populations could absorb
the cost of a fee hike for technology, but those with a middle and
lower middle class student body
would not be able to afford the
increase. As a result, some students
would have more access to quality
technology than others."
Another reason the student association supports the bill because the
CSU became too reliant on student
fee increases to support the necessary costs of education. Students
have been forced to bear cost of the
recession and the decrease in governmental aid, Henderson said.
Fees rose 21 percent during 199293 to 1995-96, but financial aid
rose 10 percent during the same
period according to statistics gathered by the CSU Chancellor’s
Office.
Consequently, student debt has
dramatically increased because
more students need loans to meet
the skyrocketing costs for education. Borrowing in 1992-93 totaled
$192 million and $516 million in
1995-96, an increase of 169 percent, said CSU Chancellor Barry
Munitz in a statement to the U.S.
House of Representatives.
"The CSU trustees are saddling
California’s younger citizens with a
difficult burden." Henderson said.
"We understand that it is the student’s responsibility to pay a portion of their education, but enough
is enough."

continued from page 1
daughter, Julie Chavez Rodrigucz, a
student at University of California,
Berkeley. The Latin American studies-freshman hopes to follow in her
grandfather’s footsteps and continue
the work he staned. "It’s a wonderful
event and he knew it wouldn’t end
when he started the union."
’The Irish Human Rights group
joined the rally to give credit to
Chavez. William Fogarty ,vice president for the Irish rights group said
Chavez inspired Ireland’s struggle for
freedom.
"The Mexicans and the Irish have
a lot in common," Fogarty said. "We

versity’s desires for the project may
exceed the budget allocated for it.
Much of the discussion centered
around how the library will be able to
serve both the public and university
communities without one side getting
the short end of the stick.
"Ideally, no one who conies into
the library will be told that they can’t
be helped. The library should be

multi-constituency and broadly
defined so that everyone can find
said Bob
things they need,"
Brownstein of Hammer’s Office,
Jim Webb, a member of the city’s
Library Commission, said he is more
concerned with what goes on inside
the library than he is with the outward appearance of the building.
"I’m concerned that this isn’t a
library that is a university library that
allows public use," Webb said. Webb

said he wanted to make sure the City
gets a fair deal in this joint venture.
City officials have been thinking
seriously about moving City Hall to a
downtown site, and the library may
become a close neighbor.
Powers mentioned that one of the
possible locations for a new City Hall
building downtown is a site just north
of where the new parking structure
would be located.

SJSU opens doors to visitors
Yellow and blue balloons welcomed visitors to San Jose State
University for the second annual
Spartan Showcase on Friday, sponsored by Student Outreach and
Recruitment.
From 10 a.m. to 4 p.m., SJSU
experienced an influx of visitors
touring the campus and mingling
with representatives throughout
Tower Lawn.
Spartan Showcase was an open
house for SJSU to display its academic departments, campus organizations and student affiliations to
incoming and prospective students.
Organizers manned booths and
provided tours and demonstrations
to give visitors a little taste of campus
life.
"We use this day as a recruitment
tool," said Will Wells, a sociology
major, who exhibited a booth for the
sociology club. "We try to provide
information about sociology for

Huerta
American public is at risk for not having basic human rights. Dolores is a
great lady and she understands," said
Stephanie Jensen, who is involved in
the Green Party.
Huerta encouraged the audience
to ask Lucky’s to join the strawberry
campaign. She also invited the audience to join the March for Justice in
Watsonville on Sunday to support the
strawberry workers.
"We don’t have to have conflict,"
Huerta said. "We’re in the 21st century. We just need to sit down to talk
about how to protect the strawberry
workers.
"Your presence is a liberating
action. It will hopefully break the
strawberry workers from the terrible
conditions they’re living under."

"When I see the young people here
I know there is hope for our future
generations to come," Delgado said.
Community
Lead
UFW
Organizer, Anabel Ibanez said she
dropped out of SJSU to give more
time for the cause.
"I want SJSU students to know we
can all make a change by giving our
support for these workers," Ibanez
said.
The fourth annual rally and march
had people from as far as Denver to
people who lived across the street join
in the march which began at the
Cesar Chavez Plaza and ended at the
Guadalupe church on Alum Rock,

Library
continued from page 1

By Laura Vanni
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

continued from page 1
workers were vomiting blood.
Huerta also discussed the current
hepatitis scare from strawberries.
"Food doesn’t get sanitized,"
fluerta said. "What you see in the
supermarkets is what you get - what is
picked in the field. Farm workers
picked tomatoes with their hands and
washed their hands with tomatoes.
The food we cat from the market
should be as clean."
The audience was filled with murmurs of "Oh my God" when it was
pointed out that the United States has
the highest cancer rate caused by
industrial means.
"I think the fact that we’ve had a
hepatitis scare is a reminder of how
much farm workers need help. The

both had lands taken away from us."
Ramon Del Castillo travelled from Denver to attend the
march. Castillo a part-time teacher
said the big industrialists and farm
owners do not care about the little
people, all they care about is their
profit margin. "My parents were farm
workers. I know how they were treated," Castillo said. "They were ’faceless beans,’ yet they put food on our
plate."
One of Chavez’s daughter, Slyvia
Chavez Delgado said she never
missed any of his marches. Delgado
who works for Wiltron in Morgan
Hill said even in his sleep her father
always thought about the people.

The evening ended with the audience chanting and rhythmically clapping to "Viva Caesar Chavez!" and
"Down with racism!"
John Clarke, a student at De Anza
College, wearing a green armband,
was present at all the environmental
events of the day.
"Huerta’s speech was inspiring.
I’m definitely going to the march on
the 13th." Clarke said. "Social and
environmental justice is a noble
thing."
Ross Mirkarimi, one of the founding members of the Green Party and
longtime contributor of the UFW,
said, "Hoerr’ was generous enough to
donate her busy time. SJSU should be
proud to get someone that historical
to speak here."

those who are interested."
Tours covering general areas of
the university ran on the hour.
Various academic departments
opened ita doors for activities. There
were animation and ceramics
demonstrations, tours of science
labs, and photographs were displayed.
"The tours stem to get the students and their families motivated,"
said
Monica
Vargas
from
Enrollment Services. "We stay on
the campus and go into the dorms.
We him the main points."
"If a student is interested ins specific department they could get a
walk through the building," Vargas
said.
According to the Interim
Director of Student Outreach and
Recruitment, Des Nelson, by 11
a.m, more than 1,200 visitors
roamed the campus. They were projecting 3,000 people by the end of
the day.
"We even have schools coming all
the way from Los Angeles," Nelson

said. Nelson said most Families and
students represent schools from all
over the Bay Area.
"1 think this is a really nice idea,"
said Johnny Sherick who came from
Richmond with his family. "This is
what a student wants, a lot of information so he can rsake up his mind
about the university."
"1 think this day will help me out
and answer questions about coming
here and living on my own, I get to
see what life is like here," Shcrick
said.
"Students seem to be enjoying the
day," said Bill Bronson, a counselor
with San Jose City College who
brought a group of students for the
day.
like the way everything is laid
our. The way one can go to eves)"’
thing in one concentrated area is
convenient. Usually you have to go
around to the departments you want
to see. Here they are all waiting for
you to answer questions. I think this
day is a success," Bronson said.

Food attracts students to annual celebration
Entertainment, different cultures draw people to bazaar
By Gloria Miliaria
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
The sun warmed numerous bodies
basking along the fountain and grassy
perimeters of the Seventh Street
Plaza.
Signs hung outside 20 tents
describing the assortment of foods to
entice patrons to draw nearer.
A cool breeze brushed the palm
trees that swayed with the melodies
from the Brazilian trio Karumanta
1.11Titlykii, who were among many
bands that played front stage at the
Iii tern atonal Food Bazaar on
’Fla trio, whose name translates
into "we have COM(’ 111011 far away," is
led by Oscar Reynolds. ’[hey were
dressed in hand-woven vests with colorful designs embroidered on the
front in patterns used by the people
living in she Andes, Reynolds said.
The celebration could have been
mistaken for any street festival, with
food barbecuing on the grill, people
walking around with plates of food,
and dusters of people chatting
around the fountain and lounging
around the lawn.
"It is good that this event is taking
place in the plaza because it is nuire
visible than the auditorium where it
was last year," said David Shorts, a

music major. "Holding the event in
the plaza was a good idea because it is
peaceful, more tranquil with all the
palm (trees)."
Fellow music major, Kevin
Goode, agreed. "The weather Is very
nice, and there is more space outdoors," Goode said. "This event will
help bring the campus together
because there %CCM% to be More 01 a
unity, not everyone is rushing off to
class."
The ASPB Adviser, Ted Gehrke,
who recruited the entertainment, said
this event is a way for students to
come together and learn from one
another. ’Fhe event was held on campus by the Associated Students and
Associated Students Programming
Board.
Preparing the fair
The Korean Student Association
on the other side of the plaza served
up kimbab (chicken beef and riceroll), dak go gi (Korean barbecue
chicken). ’Ibis is its the first cultural
event and through its participation. it
taught the campus about Korean culture, according to club President
Steven Kwak. Through its fund-raising elfin’s, other Korean students will
benefit. Last year, it put on a job fair
where 50 Korean students attended.
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Each For Only $1.f2d’1

The Akhayan Philippine American
Club of SJSU was out in force trying
to meet the demand of students who
formed long lines outside its tent to
get a taste of lumpia (spring rolls) and
pansit (a noodle dish with vegetables
and meat, which is typically chicken).
Chris Cara, Akbayan vise president, said its mission is to unite the
Filipino community together through
cultural and social events.
"We are fund- raising for our
ant titial Filipino Culture night, a
showcase of traditional cultural and
nitidern dance," Cara said.
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they have written. While they played,
two students could be seen in the
background rehearsing the Rumba.
"I was very surprised at the large
turnout. The vendors said they did
better this year, which could possibly
be due to the entertainment," Ted
Gehrke said.
As the music ended, the students
faded away into their usual routine.
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Entertainment
Synergy, a hip hop dance group
consisting of six female dancers,
danced in synchronized movement as
the crowd formed a circle around
t hem. The group’s choreographer,
Sherida Lovelace, said the group used
to be called Sparta Gold, which was
affiliated with the SJSU spirit le.1111.
"After Sparta GOld was (AM fled.
we wanted to keep dancing," said
Lovelace, a criminal justice major, "so
we Mussed our own group and promoted ourselves all over the Bay
A ITA."
A different style of dance was later

perlomicsi by iwo of Mc 1111.11113(11 of
the Desert Delight Troupe, which
danced a combination of different
cthnic dances from the Middle East,
dressed in deep hues of reds and purples
The last performance took place in
mid -afternoon as Daniel Yarritu and
I’ van McCulloch described their
11111111 as a fusion between Spanish
11111%11 and jazz.
Both guitarist have come from
musical families. Btu h music ians
teacIi and are in the processes col
recording their music with six songs
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